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The contents of this beautifully produced quarto-sized
album will (or should be) old friends with many, if not
most, of the readers of the Journal of Vascular Surgery.
The book comprises an assemblage of 100 works of
visual art almost all paintings, in excellent four-color pho-
tographic reproduction, all having appeared on the cover
of JAMA between 1974 and 1987.
The practice of placing a reproduction of art on the
cover of the JAMA has, in fact, a longer history. It was the
happy inspiration of an earlier editor, John H. Talbutt, to
embellish the drab cover page of the journal with a pic-
ture, but the innovation was not carried out consistently
and there were no appraising comments printed to accom-
pany the illustrations.
The practice that brought forth the samples of visual
art displaying The Art of JAMA was initiated by a more
recent editor, Robert Moser, who invited M. Therese
Southgate to take on the task of selecting and comment-
ing on the cover pictures.
M. Therese Southgate had an outstanding potential
for one half of the job. She was a physician and an accom-
plished journalist, holding the position of deputy editor of
the journal, but had had no experience in the history of art
and in art criticism. Before meeting the challenge of this
new assignment, she imposed on herself a rigorous sys-
tematic study of art history and art appraisal, which she
pursued with unrelenting zeal for several months, until she
felt ready to begin her new career. Her first selection and
commenting essay appeared on the cover of the December
16, 1974, issue of the Journal of the American Medical
Association.
Those who have since found pleasure in delving into
the technical minutiae and artistic images of the 100
selected cover reproductions as interpreted in Dr
Southgate’s comments have learned that she had prepared
herself for the new assignment with eminent success.
A visual journey through the volume eloquently
demonstrates that Dr Southgate’s judgment in choosing
was singularly sound. Masterpieces selected for the read-
er’s review represent every school of creative approach to
visual art since the Middle Ages to the present. Whether
by design or accident, the selections are not ordered
chronologically or by genres, and the contrast between the
selection as they follow one another noticeably raises the
level of the viewer’s appreciation of their distinctive char-
acters. The typographic quality of the reproductions is as
fine as one can desire. The essays that face the reproduc-
tions place the art work in its historic background and
sketch the life and work of the artists. The narrative is
clear, concise, and brilliantly illuminating. As the essayist
smoothly dissects the anatomy of technical details, the
reader and viewer begin to see the picture in a revealing
new light.
In general, the selections show no planned orientation
to medical subjects specifically. There are only four that fall
in this category, but two of these deserve particular notice.
One is Thomas Elkin’s portrait of Samuel Gross (perhaps
the best known American surgeon of the 19th century),
and the other is Pablo Picasso’s early-career Science and
Charity, a sort of later extension of the theme of the
immortal The Doctor by Sir Luke Fildes (which is also
reproduced). To those who know Picasso by his later
works, secretly suspecting that he painted the way he did
because he know no better, the superb technical details of
this painting will be a surprising revelation.
Between December 16, 1974, and December 11,
1987, 676 reproductions of pieces of art appeared on the
cover of JAMA. Dr Southgate selected and commented
on all but a handful of these.
The question naturally arises about the appropriate-
ness of the presence of the art on the cover of a scientific
periodical. This questions must have often been asked of
Dr Southgate, for she wrote several paragraphs in the pref-
ace of the book to demonstrate an essential, though rather
mystic, affinity between the work of the artist and the
physician. Her argument is very ingenious, but rather
complex to follow.
This reviewer admits to a fundamental, but hard to
identify similarity in the inner forces that determine the
ultimate goal of the work of the physician and the artist:
they both deal with reconciling imperfections of life
(health and disease in man for the physician; order and dis-
order in the physical world for the artist). Also, aside from
abstruse interpretations, there are empirical facts that sug-
gest not only attraction, but a deeper relationship between
the two: physicians take up the amateur practice of art
(mostly painting) much more often than members of
other professions, and they are disproportionately fre-
quent sponsors of art.
But in our daily living the recognition of such a kin-
ship is not a requirement for welcoming art on the cover
of a medical journal. The rare moment of pleasure that the
appearance of great art on the cover offers is triumphant
justification for its presence.
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